Adventure Description

If you love exploring, you will love the scavenger hunt at Unicoi State Park. Our unique twist to this adventure is teaching guests how to use a GPS device and sending them into one of the most beautiful environments in the northeast Georgia mountains. This is truly fun for all ages. The activity teaches exploration and navigation and will ultimately lead you on a great adventure if you follow the correct path with the help of the GPS coordinates. Guests will be taught how to get started, stay safe and read the GPS provided by Unicoi Adventures. A prize awaits when you return after visiting each site along the trail.

Pricing

$15 per rented device

What to Bring

- Sunglasses
- Lip balm
- Sunscreen
- Hat or visor
- Camera (optional)
- Weather appropriate clothing (preferably synthetic*)
- Closed toe shoes
- One-quart water bottle or bladder pack
- Personal prescriptions (i.e. Epipen or Inhaler*)

Location - Where to Meet

Unicoi Adventures - Located on the third floor of the Lodge

Schedule - Date and Time of Activities

Daily

To cancel or reschedule, notification must be given 1 week (7 days) prior to the scheduled activity for full refund. Cancellations inside of 7 days are non-refundable. Rescheduling will be allowed within 30 days following the original reservation, pending availability. Cancellation due to inclement weather (not including light rain) will be at the discretion of the instructor. If the course is cancelled due to inclement weather, a full refund or 30-day rescheduling opportunity will be available.